SKYLINE: aka; Skydive; the wind gets up your nose.
September  9-10-11-12
We drove in the rain to the Athabasca
Hostel for night one of our long awaited
trip . . . the prestigious SkyLine Trail. The
hostel was pristine! One of the nicest
backcountry HI we had ever been to. We
settled in quickly then headed into Jasper
for dinner at a local establishment called
“Downstream”, another gem on the trip.
The place was lively and the menu was
varied enough to meet all our
preferences. Returning to the hostel, we
checked our gear one last time and
planned the morning car shuttle.
We awoke to clearing skies and after breakfast we found the
local Tim’s. On the Maligne Lake Road we were treated to a
moose walking through the Maligne River. The sighting was an
omen of the natural wonders ahead. We stopped to marvel and
photograph the majestic creature, even though it was not the
elusive caribou we had hoped for. With the shuttle completed,
boots and packs on, we hit the trail at 11:38am and headed for
the first campsite, Snowbowl. 13.8 km of creeks, lakes, forested
switchbacks, and lots of Europeans (more on that later)! The
temperature dropped and the winds increased as we gained
elevation. We arrived at the campsite early. Parks Canada had
recently installed bear lockers and triple throned family style
toilets. Ask yourself ”who would you feel comfortable sharing
this toilet with?” Some retired to bed early in attempt to stay
warm while others put the F-U in fun.
We woke to updated weather from fellow hikers.
The rain in the forecast was moving ahead by a
day. We had planned to spend the next two
days and 25 km above the treeline. However,
the Skyline is notorious for weather and not a
place you want to get caught. We needed to
make the best decision in terms of views and
safety. Claudette, our competent and flexible
leader, along with the group consensus decided
to turn two days into a longer and tougher
ridgewalk day. It was a good choice. The views
were world class all the way from Big Shovel
Pass to Takarra Campsite. 360 degrees of panoramic views across the entire Skyline. The winds were

intense, whipping us around despite the 45 pound packs on our backs. It picked up sharp bits of shale
and dirt that pelted our faces and stung through our clothes. As we approached Curator Lake, we
struggled to stay on the trail with the increasing gusts of wind. Spray from the lake was lifted upwards of
30 feet. Our leader called for another consult- do we wish to continue or bail at one of the escape routes
nearby (Curator or Watchtower)? Neither were appealing so onward we went. We persevere up to the
infamous “Notch”, with the winds bringing us to our knees more than once.

Now, remember those Europeans we promised to tell more of? Well, Tomas and Magdalena (our new
favorite Facebook friends), also spent time on their knees. Well, Tomas did anyways,on bended knee...2
Czechs backpacking in Alberta got engaged on the highest pass on the Skyline Trail. We were the first to
share their joy as their families don’t know yet, so don’t tell. Even the winds couldn’t counter the
magnificence of walking the ridge. Encompassing peaks, spectacularly spread as far as the eye can see.
This was our reward for pressing on.

We then sacrificed more elevation gain and wind by descending a steep boulder field. Although we didn’t
save any time, as we did spent a lot of time on our butts due to the precarious nature of the boulders.
(New bouldering technique- 5 points of contact!) Our ever-positive group commented that we did save
energy, it was much easier on the knees and we were finally out of the wind. The boulder field led us to
the creek bed, then back onto the trail and to our final
campsite at Takarra Mountain.We shared this site
with river guides from Quebec, Belgians, Czechs,
Germans, and French. It was a congenial
international community. These world wide trekkers
who had invested so much to come to canada and
play our backyard, reminded us of the privilege we
have living so close to the beauty of the Rockies. The
group dispersed with the beginnings of rain showers
that persisted throughout the night. In the morning
our group of six expanded to ten as we started the

last leg that would take us to the parking lot. We traveled through Alpine forests with clouds trapped in the
valley below obscuring the view of the lake. Here we saw the only bear scat of the trip. There was a lot of
socializing and sharing as we descended close to 1000 meters. The last stretch was 8 km of fire road.
Even though we all had sore feet we were happy with ourselves, each other, and the loveliness of our
shared time with the trail, trees, rocks, and peaks.
Hugs, Facebook, and email
addresses were exchanged with our
departing Europeans. We supplied
transport to the trailhead vehicles
parked at Maligne Lake and then
went to Jasper for a well deserved
meal.
Thank you Claudette for putting this
excellent trip together. Thank you
Bob, Dayna, Tamara, Steve, and
Sandy for your delightful company.

